
Kwik Kopy Pitt Street  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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Peter from Kwik Kopy Pitt Street always goes above and beyond for us, and I am more than happy 
with the quality and price of products.

 JeyWilliamsQBE - HR Coordinator

10/03/2020Great service and product!

Always on point with my copy needs, and great with suggestions and being a partner not a 
supplier!

 Sacha - New Sales Manager

15/01/2020Fast and Efficient Work.

They are SO FAST! We needed something last minute and they were able to to it before the tight 
deadline!

 Angie177 - Marketing Manager

15/01/2020Fast Turnaround

Kwik Kopy Pitt Street

I have been using Kwik Kopy for quality banner prints for several years now. I have 
worked for 3 different employers over the years and each time I’ve moved on I 
have always made Kwik Kopy my printers of choice! I often approach them at very 
short notice and they have never failed to meet my (sometimes unrealistic!) turn 
around times. Costs are very reasonable and the team’s ability to redesign artwork 
is top notch! Unlike other business’, the team at Kwik Kopy are always quick to 
pick up the phone to discuss my requirements, they always respond efficiently, and 
my expectations are often exceeded. A lovely team, always reliable, it’s a pleasure 
outsourcing our prints to you! 

 HannahR0909 - Customer Service Manager

12/02/2020
Great service & turn-around time, 
quality products“ ”
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The best solution, even if you have a last minute printing.

 Christopher88 - Marketing Specialist

13/01/2020Fast and professional.

Our local Sydney Kwik Kopy team at Pitt Street helped us solve a tech issue and turnaround some 
very difficult large scale printing in rocket time and saved me from being fired :) I couldn’t have 
done it without you thank you!

 Rach M - Executive Assistant

11/12/2019Amazing service and fast turnaround

We used Kwik Kopy a month ago and the service was exceptional.

 3 Hats - 3 Hats

13/11/2019Great service and exceptional communication!

Recently put a large business order through on short notice. The products were 
extremely high quality, the service was impeccable and they even helped us out 
when we had made mistakes. HIGHLY recommend and would certainly use again for 
all future requirements. 

 Seq1 - EA

14/12/2019
Amazing service, quality products,  
fantastic staff“ ”
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I have used Kwik Kopy in Pitt Street for all my printing requirements for many years now and 
have been extremely pleased with their excellent work, kind approach and personalised service. 
They offer unique and cost effective solutions for the most complex jobs and the results are 
always consistent and outstanding.

 Linda Avramides - Graphic Designer

10/09/2019Brilliant service outstanding products

We love the Kwik Kopy team and we’re so lucky to have them so close by! Always great service 
and great quality,

 BonnieUNSW - Communications Officer

9/09/2019Best in the biz

Thanks so much for providing such quick turnaround

 Rachael12345 - Ops Director

10/09/2019Fast and quality service

Peter at Kwik Kopy was great to deal with. They responded quickly to my urgent request, made 
the necessary changes to sizing etc for print and the outcome was great- everyone was very 
happy with the professional quality printing and service and it made a great impression for our 
brand.

 Leanne W - Content Manager

10/09/2019
FAST, reliable and professional corporate 
printing
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We use Kwik Kopy a lot and it is always helpful knowing that they are always on time and the 
quality and communication is great.

 Nick8691 

12/08/2019Awesome communication and speed!

Having been my printer of choice for several years, what’s always kept me coming back is the 
customer service. Regardless of which staff member greets me, it’s always with a grin and 
pleasant conversation.

 Aus56 - Designer

10/07/2019Customer service always makes it a pleasure

We’ve used Kwik Kopy Pitt Street on a large number of occasions, generally to take a rough 
PowerPoint and render it into camera-ready artwork for magazine production. In every case, the 
team’s been fast, affordable and, most importantly, professional. We couldn’t ask for anything 
more.

 SDeKalb - Marketing Officer

10/07/2019Fast, professional turn-around

I used Kwik Kopy recently for 300 flyers for we needed urgently. The response time from my first 
email was almost immediate, and the communication about the product I needed while it was 
being made was great. Not only that, but it took only a few days for them to get it to me, and 
the product had excellent quality!

 BKaily - Administration Assistant

12/06/2019
Great and responsive service & excellent prod-
ucts
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We regularly get our business cards printed at the Pitt Street store and they are always 
professional, courteous and the turn around is quick. Easy to deal with.

 Wendy280 

15/05/2019Good service, fast response

I visited Kwik Copy on Pitt Street in Sydney and printed several cards

 NancyOrtega - Office Assistant

10/04/2019Excellent customer and kwik service

We always do a phone or email order We rarely go in store

 VR Law Pty Ltd - Practice Manager

10/04/2019
Very good service and nothing is too much 
trouble

We have been served by Jake Steinfeld at Kwik Kopy in Pitt Street. His service 
has been exemplary and we will be going back for all our printing needs in the 
future.

  
Giacomo - Principal

10/04/2019Awesome Service“ ”
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Quick turnaround and friendly staff. Great product.

 Liz E 

10/04/2019Great service

Malcolm and Jake always provide excellent service and quick turnaround. Their advice on paper 
stocks is great and they’re a pleasure to communicate with. The only printer we use!

 Connie Steers - Creative Urban Planner

10/04/2019Great service and products

Always get our business cards, letterheads, and envelopes done by Kwik Kopy Pitt St and they 
always come through with speedy and friendly service.

 Maria - Accounts Manager/Stationery Buyer

10/04/2019Awesome speedy service!

I have used the team at Kwik Kopy on many occasions and have found them to be Kwik, skilled 
and very competitive in price. The finished product is always of a very high standard and the 
team very helpful.

 Annie338 - Office Manager

13/03/2019Best Printing Experience
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I asked Kwik Kopy to print a poster for me which we could write on and re use they were really 
helpful and printed at short notice.

 EmmaB - Communications Specialist

13/03/2019
Great helpful service and printed at short 
notice

I worked with the team to produce a number of pieces of collateral for an event we were hosting 
and their client service was outstanding. Quoting, requoting and also staying in touch with 
delivery deadlines.

 Emily Scobie 1 - Marketing Manager

16/01/2019Great service.

I dealt with Malcolm from Kwik Kopy and he was fantastic. So efficient and friendly. And the end 
product we received was excellent. We are very happy with the print quality.

 Picc - Practice Manager

16/01/2019Great service Great products!!!

What more can I ask for, I email the artwork and spec, send back a price and a few days later 
collected the printed work - looked great.

 WNJon - Head Of Xu And Performance

11/12/2018Simple and straight forward
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I have used Kwik Kopy a few times recently and their service has never failed. The team always 
provided helpful advice in relation to the products I was requesting. During one of the busiest 
times at the company I work for, the team was able to turn around flyers, tents cards, posters in 
a speedy fashion never compromising the design and standard of work.

 Emma06 - Wagering Sales Coordinator New & Ac

11/12/2018Amazing Service

At the very last minute I needed some printing and binding done by the end of the day. The team 
at Kwik Kopy Pitt Street were very accommodating and rushed to get this done on time. They 
were so friendly and

 Lori - Senior Project Manager

11/12/2018Amazing Service

Some of the materials weren’t cut well when I received them, but they replaced them without 
any dramas. The customer service is always 10/10.

 Steph92 - Digital Campaigner

11/12/2018Overall good experience

I’ve used Kwik Kopy a number of times for work for various products. Jake from 
Pitt Street has always provided excellent customer service and has been quick to 
reply and have my orders completed and delivered when needed. 

 Kwik Kopy Pitt Street Customer - Comms Adviser

11/12/2018Great service and quick turnarounds“ ”
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I did an order of business cards and was very please with the service

 Brigitte - Receptionist Admin Support

11/12/2018Very good service

It was a great experience working with Kwik Kopy. The service was fast, efficient, and 
professional. Everything was done over emails - I even got the printed work ahead of my 
deadline.

 Sianne 

11/12/2018Fast turnaround and great service

Malcolm is a saint. Patient with our endless changes and delivered exactly what we wanted very 
quickly. The quality of the finished prospectus was superb and all of the ads exactly what the 
brief demanded.  I used to only use KK for printing but now use them for design as well - you 
always think you have to go ‘boutique’ but this is so much more affordable and just as good.

 Tessa Morris - School Secretary

12/11/2018I highly recommend Kwik Kopy

I walked past on a whim, and decided to walk in knowing that I had to turn around a large 
number of A0 posters within 24 hours. The person who assisted me was easy to deal with and 
straightforward, and most importantly gave me all the right details up front for quick review and 
execution. The bets part, was when he called me to advise of the quality of the some of the files, 
and also a blank space! ( better quality control than our team!) thanks Kwik Kopy.

 Jason Pearce - Program Manager

12/11/2018Quick and Easy.
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Excellent work!!!      My top printer in Sydney!!!

 Emmm 

12/11/2018Great service

They are always contactable and on hand with sound advice to make sure your documents are 
printed in the best materials for their purpose.  The merchandise is of great quality and always 
has a quick turnaround well within time for our events.

 DSmith - Business Support Executive

9/10/2018Always great service and good delivery times

Great service and products. Very happy so far. Thanks team

 Storm Australia - Office Manager

9/10/2018Great service

The best business partner we could ever have hoped for!

 GigiNagy - Training And Events Manager

9/10/2018Great service every single time!
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We have been using the store for a couple of years. The guys are friendly and will deliver to the 
office if they know we have an urgent requirement.

 Madhatter - National Sales Manager

10/09/2018The team provide great personal service!

The team there never fails to provide great customer service. They are quick to respond and quick 
with their service. Would recommend them to my colleagues.

 Leony - Office Manager

10/09/2018Awesome service and competitive pricing

Kwik Kopy’s support for recurrent projects as well as those last minute jobs is invaluable. I know 
I can rely on their expertise and transparency to find the right solution for quality print jobs that 
don’t go over budget. From advising on ink and paper options, to assisting us when our print files 
need re-working, the Kwik Kopy team are friendly, accommodating, and at all times professional. 
Thank you for always delivering above and beyond!

 Steph_Y - Marketing Executive

15/08/2018Friendly, reliable and professional service.

When I contacted Kwik Kopy of course it was for an urgent job. I spoke with Peter who was not 
only helpful but really easy to deal with. He organised my printing well in advance of the time I 
gave him. The next time I called through again, another urgent job, not only did he get the job 
done but he even delivered the goods to my office as it was too heavy for me to carry.

 KerrinW - Customer Service Representative

14/08/2018Excellent service & always happy to help
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We updated our business card and letterhead including design.  we were very fussy about getting 
the design right and the printer worked with us to achieve the best result.  They were not happy 
with the end product so reprinted the work to ensure an excellent result.

 Philip Beazley - Principal

14/08/2018Reliable Printing Service

The service and products we receive from the Pitt Street team is always fantastic.  They are easy 
to work with and so helpful since we lost artwork for our business cards from a previous supplier.

 WilAdmin - PA

14/08/2018Great service as always

Always a pleasure to deal with this company. Will always keep coming back.

 Paulab - Executive Assistant

14/08/2018Professional, fast service

All the process made via email. No fuss, no delays. Great job guys!

 RenataPereira - Senior Front Office Concierge

14/08/2018Quick delivery and great quality!
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We require fast and accurate turnaround on our corporate printing.  Peter at Kwik Kopy Pitt 
Street is great to work with.

 Annon - Executive Administrator

14/08/2018Excellent Service

I am a repeat customer printing for my volunteer sporting association such as 
annual reports and umpire resources ... the staff are  great and assist to select the 
right kind of product for the job and I always get a quality product that meets my 
deadline. 

 KathyCal 

14/08/2018Kwik and Kwality

Malcolm from the Pitt Street location is amazing. He responds almost instantly and no job is too 
hard.

 Paulab - Executive Assistant

14/08/2018Very prompt and helpful service

I had a last minute print job which I needed to be completed with a quick turnaround. Kwik Kopy 
were able to turn this job around for me, with utmost professionalism and the highest quality 
stock.

 Pete Harrison - Head Of Content Partnerships

14/08/2018Incredibly Quick and Professional Service

“ ”
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I needed some flyers printed & delivered on time. Kwik Kopy Pitt Street were able to assist 
without a hitch. Definitely recommend.

 OzDionysis - Owner

10/07/2018Great Service & fast turnaround

I know I can always depend on the team at Kwik Kopy for their speedy and excellent service. 
The team are always available to assist with any last minute jobs that I need to move quickly 
with for my department. I am so appreciative of their hard work and dedication to meeting tight 
deadlines.

 Ecma 

9/07/2018Fantastic customer service

I’ve used the service for the last 6 months and they always deliver on time with good quality 
prints.

 RyanMichaelTyson - Account Manager

9/07/2018Great service, friendly staff and professional

Kwik Kopy staffs are very friendly and helpful.  I had a order for 100 name badges print for a 
function, Raymond gave me good advise and helped me to print in a short time, also flexible with 
some last min change.   I am really happy with the great customer service from kwik Kopy.

 Laura Chen 

9/07/2018Great service
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Need to have some stickers printed off for a workshop. With very little time given to Kwik Kopy 
on Pitt Street they turned it around very quickly.....and the result was better than what I would 
expect.

 AinsleyCourtney - Program Analyst

9/07/2018NextGen Stickers

Thought it lovely that Kwik Kopy printed a large banner for me, and because my building is close 
and the banner heavy, it was delivered to our Reception! Thanks guys. Great Customer Service!

 Carmen - Executive Assistant

9/07/2018Good service

The team came to the rescue and saved the day when last minute marketing collateral need to be 
printed for a conference staring the next day!

 Events2018 - Evens Officer

9/07/2018Friendly service and quick turnaround

I visited Kwik Kopy and had them edit some art work, print and bind booklets and organise 
couriers to two different places. Perfect job, on-time with a smile and follow-up. It doesn’t get 
better than this!

 Resolve Advisors Pty Ltd - Director

4/06/2018
The service you get when the owner works 
there
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Always great service, Malcolm friendly and helpful, keeps me updated on my order.

 Ruby12 - Assistant To Executive Director

8/04/2018orders

Very easy to deal with. Prompt service and delivery.

 Gabriel - Assistant Accountant

29/03/2018Good and Quick Service

We have been using Kwik Kopy for a while now.  Very prompt service, quick turn around and 
good pricing.

 PaulCBH 

28/03/2018Good service & printing

Malcolm and his team are the best at what they do and I won’t go anywhere else for any of my 
printing needs.

 GigiNagy - Training And Events Manager

28/03/2018Great service every single time!
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Quick and helpful service but would have been helpful to see an example of first one before full 
quantity was produced

 Debbi - Business Support Executive

9/01/2018Notepads

Always super helpful Always accommodating urgent needs

 GJSs - Business Manager

14/12/2017fast turn around on last minute project

I needed presentation documents printed urgently, the staff were extremely helpful and 
accommodating in helping me meet my deadline with professional quality.

 NicoleT 

14/12/2017Excellent Service & Professional Quality

Malcolm and the team at Pitt Street are always my go to people for quick jobs, 
their communication is excellent, products are always delivered quickly and are 
great quality, they are always so accommodating and I recommend them to 
everyone! 

 Lisa P - Marketing Manager

14/12/2017Always reliable, quick and friendly!“ ”
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The team in Pitt Street are great, friendly, efficient and reliable.  I definitely recommend their 
service to others.  Thanks.

 Kep1 - Event Manager

14/12/2017Always friendly, efficient and effective.

Always able to meet tight deadlines and friendly staff make them a pleasure to deal with.

 Events2018 - Events Officer

13/12/2017Great service

We’ve been using their service every month for years and always satisfied with their service 
quality

 JayT - Coordinator

13/12/2017Fast and reliable service

Pitt Street branch staff are lovely to deal with, always very professional and accommodating.

 Kwik Kopy Pitt Street Customer - Head Of HR

13/12/2017Friendly staff, professional service
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Our business has used Kwik Kopy Pitt St for many years and couldn’t be happier with the quality 
of service and delivery

 Shelley1312 - Manager

13/12/2017Great service and attention to detail

Always responsive and goes the extra mile with a great attitude.

 Myoung15 - CEO

13/12/2017Great service and quality printing

I called mid-morning to ask if Kwik Kopy could print 2 A1 posters for me with PPT artwork as a 
base. They were able to advise what would happen with the artwork and how to make it fit best, 
and deliver by mid-afternoon!

 Narinder - Project Director

23/10/2017Fast and helpful service

We have been using Kwik Kopy for years and never have any problems. Fast and reliable service

 JayT 

23/10/2017Fast and reliable service
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After issues with our previous supplier the staff at Pitt Street have been amazing to work with. 
They have been extremely helpful with every order and request. Be it recommending new paper 
stock for our letterhead or creating new business cards all whilst offer competitive pricing.

 Kelly02 - Receptionist

25/08/2017Great Service

The team at Kwik Kopy have excellent customer service.

 Alicen 

25/08/2017Always prompt with delivery and there to help

Helped me were they could. Received in timely manner

 Dazza - Director

23/07/2017Good Service

I called Kwik Kopy Pitt Street to enquire about the production of an A2 poster 
for you office. The whole process from enquiry to finished product was such an 
excellent experience. Staff were extremely helpful and friendly and helpful. The 
service was very pleasing and value for money. I will definitely be using them 
again. 

 MissPops - Project Officer/ Office Manager

21/07/2017Company poster - amazing service“ ”
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Malcolm was wonderful and very helpful. I will recommend Kwik Kopy.

 Anand - Web Content Co-Ordinator

21/07/2017Great customer service by Malcolm Steinfeld

I placed an order, changed it a number of times with no protection attitude

 Hatts - National Sales Manager

21/07/2017Great personal service

quality full colour printing of 28 page program and the ability to deliver at short notice

 Sahc - Retired

21/07/2017Excellent last minute service

Malcolm always goes above and beyond to help our business succeed. x

 Debs - Operations Manager

21/07/2017ALWAYS amazing service
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I have used Kwik Kopy Pitt st a number of times over the past few years for invitations and 
design of cards for various events. I have always been very impressed with the service provided 
and the product that they produce. I was consulted throughout the process of designing the 
product and recommendations were given along the way to enhance the design. The service was 
very efficient and delivery of the product was well within expected time frame.

 Sc871 - Manager

19/06/2017Lovely design and production of invitation

Ray is always quick to reply and gives us the best service

 Hayls - Workplace Experience Team

19/06/2017Ray always looks after us

We have been using Kwik Kopy for printing all of our companies material for over 10 years. We 
are very satisfied with the companies service and offering. Highly recommend.

 Jessica_181889 - Marketing Coordinator

17/06/2017Great service, great products

I used Kwik Kopy for a recent project and experienced great customer service from start to 
finish and the end product was fantastic. The professional advice was invaluable and greatly 
appreciated. The timings were incredibly tight and the request quite tricky but the end product 
was exactly what was required

 Jade TG 

7/06/2017Great customer service and rapid turnaround.
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The team was super friendly and easy to work with!

 Guillaume - PR & Communications Manager

7/06/2017Very good service

I obtained a quote online and they provided a fast turn around, value for money and the quality 
of the printing is fantastic.

 Sia_ah - Sales Officer

7/06/2017Efficient Service

Thank you for our 20th anniversary invitations - the first proof was a nicely laid out version of 
what I’d supplied; when I asked “could it have some sparkles” it came back the very next day 
looking spectacular! And then was delivered within a couple of days after that.

 Kwik Kopy Pitt Street Customer - CEO

7/06/2017Fast and responsive

I’ve been using Kwik Kopy’s services for years and never have any problem. Fast and efficient 
customer service

 JayT 

7/06/2017Fast & Efficient service
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Helpful staff, efficient and top quality product and a very competitive price.

 Cathy - Program Lead - Chi Training

2/05/2017Beautiful poster to present in London

I regularly use Kwik Kopy on Pitt street and the service is always good, Ray is always helpful and 
gives excellent advice.

 Pippa - Marketing Administrator

23/04/2017Really good customer service

Malcolm Steinfeld and the Staff at Kwik Kopy were most generous in responding to my need for 
urgent attention.

 Kwik Kopy Pitt Street Customer - Commissary Of The Holy Land

21/04/2017Excellent service in an emergency

Malcolm and his team always put the client first and ensure that what is required is what gets 
delivered.

 Petfood express - Director

21/04/2017great customer service and final product
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We’ve been a Kwik Kopy customer for over 5 year now and have always relied on them to provide 
quality products at a competitive price. Deliveries are prompt and I always look forward to the 
red frog lollies with each delivery!

 Alicen 

21/04/2017Great service, always 5 star!

Recently needed a very quick design job for a critical piece of communication. I had a mock up 
in Word and with only minimal instructions, Ray and the team produced a design that looked 
professional and really added to the overall look and feel.

 Viktorius - Internal Communication Manager

23/03/2017Exceptional response and customer service

Malcolm and his team are hard working, professional and to very exacting standards. I can 
always depend on them to get onto my many jobs with efficiency and as quick as possible.

 Marla - Graphic Designer

23/03/2017Always reliable and courteous

I had several hundred booklets printed through Kwik Copy for a conference in 
February. The booklets were black and white inside, with coloured back and front 
covers. I submitted the order and two days later received the booklets, beautifully 
printed and well packaged. I’m very happy with the quality and speed of service 
and will definitely use Kwik Kopy for our future printing needs. 

 Lemming - Salvos Women Coordinator

23/03/2017Super fast service!“ ”
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Very happy with Toni and the other staff helped to get our order processed. They always 
contacted us to ensure everything was running smoothly and to confirm decisions before 
proceeding. Very fast service and the product was spot on. Will be coming back for all our 
printing needs in the future!

 Rncas - Horse Section Administrator

22/03/2017Amazing service and spot on product

I love Kwik Copy Pitt Street - they are very efficient and easy to deal with. I also love the little 
calendars they give you as they are a perfect desk size!

 Tessa Morris - School Secretary

21/03/2017Efficient, fast and friendly

Every time we collaborate with Kwik Kopy, I am always impressed by their fast response and the 
fine quality of their products.

 Giselle123 

22/03/2017Excellent Service!

We place our orders for stationery over the phone as we are return customers

 VR Law Pty Ltd - Practice Manager

21/03/2017Kwik Kopy are always very good & courteous
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No hassles. Fast printing and product turned out well

 Liz E 

21/03/2017Great service. Fast turnaround

Good customer service, fast processing and reliable

 JayT - Coordinator

22/03/2017Reliable and fast service

Best Kwik Kopy Team ever! Malcolm and team are the best!

 Gigi - Training & Events Manager

22/03/2017Best Kwik Kopy Team ever!

I order from Kwik Kopy Pitt St every month and they always deliver

 Maria - Accounts Manager/Stationery Buyer

21/02/2017Great service
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Good turnaround time on printing. Staff friendly and helpful

 Liz E 

21/02/2017Fast and good product

Ray and the team are always super chirpy, very polite and always up for a bit of a 
chat. It keeps me coming back ): 

 Aus56 - Co-Founder

17/01/2017
Long time customer, wouldn’t go any-
where else

The Team at Kwik Kopy Pitt Street always deliver, they provide great service and fast turn around 
times. Nothing is too big or small.

 Ners - Event Manager

18/12/2016Great Service and fast turn around times

We had wedding place cards made at the last minute and KwikKopy Pitt street made this last 
little stressful detail a breeze

 Nzviking - Groom

18/12/2016Great prompt service

“ ”
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Kwik Kopy provided their speedy friendly professional service once again, which is why I keep 
going back.  Thanks Malcolm and Ray and the Pitt St team.

 KPbes 

11/12/2016Excellent service and support as usual

Prompt and friendly response to my order. Perfect product.

 Trainer - Advisor

8/12/2016Excellent service

Ray & the team have been super helpful and friendly over the past few months and several jobs. 
Always great to come in and have a chat.

 Aus56 - Designer

8/12/2016Unreal service.

We had a last minute requirement for printing for an exhibition and managed to arrange it 
all remotely via e-mail, with delivery the next day. Quick, simple and cost-effective. Thanks to 
Malcolm and the team for coming through, as always.

 Jono101 - Manager

8/12/2016
Great service as always from Kwik Kopy Pitt 
St!
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Good to have Toni to speak with rather than having to do everything online

 Ruby12 - Assistant To Executive Officer

13/11/2016Always helpful and friendly.

We use Kwik Kopy for all our printing requirements They are very efficient and helpful

 VR Law Pty Ltd - Practice Manager

8/11/2016Very good service

I’ve been going to Kwik Kopy Pitt Street in the last 3 years for large format prints. They’re always 
speedy and professional. No matter what challenges I throw at them, they always approach it 
with a smile and a can-do attitude.

 Jono - Designer

28/10/2016Speedy and professional

I started using Kwik Kopy years ago when my budgets were too low to afford the high end 
printers, however I quickly realised that actually the service, print quality and execution of my 
print jobs was on par if not better in many instances with Kwik Kopy whilst being reasonably 
priced and far cheaper. Since then I always go to Kwik Kopy and have never been disappointed!

 NicknameDT - Marcomms Manager

24/10/2016Cant fault the service or price!
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all excellent, any friendly service with all aspects

 Col b - Graphic Designer

19/10/2016great

We have had numerous dealings with Kwik Kopy and find them very helpful and efficient

 Acia - Accounts And Office Manager

18/10/2016Very efficient and helpful

I always use Kwik Kopy for all business cards, letterheads and general business stationery as they 
are very pleasing to all our needs as well speedy delivery.

 Maria - Accounts Manager/Stationery Buyer

18/10/2016Awesome speedy service!

I put in a last minute job, it was done on time, to a perfect standard and with a smile!

 Lisa P - Marketing Manager

18/10/2016Always quick, efficient and friendly!
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We needed a last minute print job and the staff were only too happy to help, they turned it 
around even faster than what we needed

 Ccer 

18/10/2016Super helpful and fast

The guys at 324 Pitt street always provide us with excellent printing and amazing customer 
service

 Mattj255 - Director

3/10/2016Amazing service

I have had the pleasure of dealing with Kwik Kopy Pitt Street on a number of occasions and have 
had my jobs expertly managed by Toni Gallagher, of whom I would recommend anybody with 
printing requirements get in touch with.

 Bronte Kipper - Designer

3/10/2016Exceptional service!

All through the years my experience has been excellent. The service provided is very professional 
and the response is always immediate; they are fully committed to do the job. Last but not least 
the staff is very friendly.

 CarlaBMF - Office Administrator

27/09/2016impeccable service and great products
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I have visited Kwik Kopy in Pitt Street a number of times and the team there is amazing.  They 
introduced me to Kwik Kopy Exhibition street who were equally as excellent.  I have done small 
jobs and recently a 3 volume book (1000 pages) with drop box and design needs.  Just seamless 
and a pleasure to deal with.

 Resolve Advisors Pty Ltd - CEO

22/09/2016Personalised service  and quality product

Used Kwik Kopy for fast turnaround on printing job. Great service and end product

 Liz E 

20/09/2016Fast turnaround. Great printing

Started using the Kwik Kopy team at Pitt Street earlier this year and we are extremely happy with 
their work and service. Always quick to quote jobs and usually deliver the job before they quoted 
they would. Well priced too.

 Alain - National Sales Manager

27/08/2016All ways a quick and professional service

Malcolm and Ray are my personal superstars. No job is too hard, challenging or 
time sensitive. Malcolm and Ray are magicians and always make things happen. 
Words can not express how much I love working with them.

 
 Erika - Marketing Manager

22/09/2016
Reliable, personable and always  
excellent“ ”
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I use Kwik Kopy for all our printing needs, they are fast and reliable.

 Maria - Accounts Manager

25/08/2016Great service

Very prompt communications and service by Malcolm.

 Fili - Reception & Administration Support

23/08/2016Business Cards

Customer service was outstanding, the product was flawless. Thank you Kwik Kopy

 Jamie Lee - Experience Manager

18/08/2016Fast delivery, quality product

We engaged with Kwik Kopy to print materials. The team were professional, approachable, 
friendly and extremely helpful with all my questions. Fast printing turnaround time as promised 
and high-quality product as always!

 Liz E - Communications

18/08/2016Excellent service and high quality printing!
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KK do all our business printing and deliver a first class product every time. A pleasure to do 
business with.

 SueL - Operations Manager

18/08/2016Excellent service and finished product

Great fast service, friendly and very helpful staff

 Monte - Community Relations

4/08/2016Great fast service, if unsure phone to confirm

Second time I’ve used Kwik Kopy, this time it was a very small job.  Still the same high service 
and printing.

 Nutmeg281 - Project Officer

4/08/2016Quality service and product

Helpful staff made sure we had a high quality product within a short turn around time.

 Bqrbara28 - Editor

1/08/2016High quality printing
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I deal with KK every week and always have a great experience

 Lillie - Workplace Experience Team

21/07/2016Always a pleasure to deal with

We used Kwik Kopy for couple of our internal projects. Across both projects, we got a consistently 
high level of service and professionalism. Would definitely recommend. Prompt service and 
excellent management of all deliverables.

 Rajesh - Program Manager

21/07/2016Prompt and effective

Every interaction I have with Kwik Kopy Pitt Street leaves me feeling very happy, and satisfied 
knowing that the people care for and about our business needs. They are more than suppliers; 
they are definitely a part of our team.

 Gigi - Training & Events Manager

21/07/2016
More than just a supplier; a part of our team 
:)

I’ve used Kwik Kopy three times in the past two months and they have been fantastic to deal 
with each time, and each time I got a quality result.

 Philip J - Senior Marketing Exec

5/06/2016
Malcolm of Kwik Kopy Pitt St goes the extra 
mile!
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I’m happy to be a Kwik Kopy customer. No matter what I give them. It’s never a problem. They do 
the job well and fast. They’re also very accommodating.

 Adelia AKA Dee - I’M Reception

6/06/2016Hipages review

The team at Kwik Kopy Pitt are awesome! They always come through with my last 
minute print jobs with flawless prints. I’ve used them many times over the last 
two years and never once have they let me down. Great service, thank you!! 

 Tduhon - Project Assistant

26/05/2016Amazing service!

We order our Business cards from KwikKopy they are very good and professional too.

 Kash 

25/05/2016Good Service

I needed trade show banners in a hurry. Kwik Kopy were very responsive. We had a few issues 
with our graphics which we worked together to solve. Loved their design work and glad I took 
their recommendation to purchase the better quality banners. They have been shipped all over 
the place including NZ and no damage at all.

 KayH - Marketing Manager

25/05/2016Beautiful banners.

“ ”
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We followed Toni Gallagher when she went to Kwik Kopy as she is excellent and has great follow 
up and ATD.

 Tessa Morris - School Secretary

25/05/2016Great service from Toni Gallagher

Have never had a problem, If ever I have a question the staff is willing to help

 Cutiepie260 - Admin Assistant

25/05/2016Great Service & Friendly Staff

To Malcolm Steinfeld, Thank you for the excellent job of Kwik Kopy in printing the poster for the 
Good Friday Collection for the Holy Land in 2016.

 Kwik Kopy Pitt Street Customer - Commissary Of The Holy Land

16/03/2016Full marks

The colour of the business cards was great. They were 2mm shorter length ways than the 
previous cards, preferred them slightly longer. Great otherwise!

 ToothFairy - Practice Manager

4/03/2016business cards
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Always excellent and prompt service from Malcolm! Extremely accommodating and helpful

 Fiona 

4/03/2016Quick turn around

Consistently meeting expectations with top quality customer service. It is a pleasure to be 
working with a great group of people.

 Anderson - Facilities Assistant Coordinator

4/03/2016Excellent customer service

Kwik Kopy has been really good - they are very quick to provide a quote and get the job done. 
On one occasion, when some of our documents had been printed on a different paper stock than 
what we usually use, they did a reprint at no extra cost.

 Kahmun - Graduate

29/02/2016Great service

Hi, prompt efficient service and Toni is always friendly to deal with. I prefer to have a person to 
deal with rather than doing everything on line, personal service works best for me.

 Ruby12 - Administration Assistant To Ed

16/02/2016quick and reliable
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have been a client for many years and have never been disappointed. nothing seems too hard and 
always with a smile!! keep up the good work and the excellent service.

 Bruno4808 - Owner Manager

15/02/2016always a pleasure to deal with you.

The team at Pitt St have been amazing in providing me and my company with great service and 
at competitive rates. Most other printers I have worked with are nowhere near this helpful and 
they clearly care a lot about their product and business.

 Pat S - Digital Producer

15/02/2016
Friendly staff, great turnaround and low pric-
es!

I mostly deal with Sandra She is very polite, efficient and nothing is too much trouble

 VR Law Pty Ltd - Practice Manager

15/02/2016Staff and service at Kwik Kopy

We recently had all our business stationery re-designed and the service, quality and value were 
all excellent !!

 SueL - Operations Manager

15/02/2016Great service and value.



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.pittst.kwikkopy.com.au


